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REPORT A TOSSER!
Communication Toolkit
Material to support local litter education  
and enforcement campaigns

This toolkit has been designed to make it easy for NSW local councils to run local litter 
enforcement or litter education campaigns. 

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA
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Introduction

Councils play a vital role in reducing litter in NSW. Education, combined with local 
enforcement, is key to reducing and changing littering behaviour. 

This toolkit includes a range of materials to support councils to deliver litter enforcement and 
communication campaigns to coincide with state-wide Don’t be a Tosser! advertising education campaigns. 
Much of the material can also be used if you are not running a specific enforcement campaign.

From 2013 to 2019, NSW reduced its litter volume by 35% and littered items by 23%. The evidence shows 
that a combined approach of education, enforcement and better infrastructure, in projects across the 
State, is beginning to make a real difference. Since 2013, NSW has reduced its litter volume by 35%. We 
are well on the way to meeting the Premier’s Priority to reduce litter volume by 40% by June 2020.

The NSW Government schedules and delivers statewide Don’t be a Tosser! advertising education 
campaigns throughout the calendar year. 

The next major advertising burst will be 1–30 May 2020.

Councils are encouraged to strengthen local litter enforcement and communication campaigns to 
coincide with adverting campaigns, especially the Autumn burst from 1 to 30 May 2020. 

Coordinating the timing of the advertising and local campaigns will strengthen and extend the reach and 
effectiveness of both.

The aims of this toolkit are to help councils deliver litter enforcement and education campaigns that:

•	 increase awareness that members of the public can report littering from a vehicle and that fines can be 
issued from those reports

•	 encourage members of the public to register and report littering from vehicles

•	 increase community awareness about how to report littering to the EPA

•	 achieve long-term behaviour change so that people do not litter from vehicles

•	 create the social norm that littering is wrong

•	 increase the self-perception of litterers that they will be seen and fined.

https://www.nsw.gov.au/your-government/the-premier/media-releases-from-the-premier/premiers-priorities-update-2/
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How you can help spread the word

This toolkit makes it easy to run local litter enforcement or communication campaigns. The 
tools provided can either be copied immediately from this document or downloaded from 
the NSW EPA Litter Library (see last page). 

How you can spread the word Tools provided in this toolkit to help

Let your local press know. Draft media releases and images to adapt and 
send to local media.

Please note that while we encourage you to 
customise these releases all mentions of EPA and 
EPA programs must not be deleted.

Include information in your communications 
to the community, such as newsletter or 
e-newsletters.

Editorial copy and images to help with newsletter 
content. 

Email staff and residents. Editorial copy and images to help with email 
content.

Promote on your website. Editorial, images and web tiles for your 
homepage or related webpages.

Post on your Facebook page or through Twitter. Draft social media posts, as well as a range of 
images and videos.

Display banners and signs on major roads. Artwork for large roadside banners and signs.

Display posters in key centres. Artwork for posters.

Strengthen litter enforcement. Tips on how to strengthen enforcement in your 
council.

Let us know how you are spreading the word. We’re interested in your enforcement campaign. Please 
send examples to litter.prevention@epa.nsw.gov.au. 

http://litterlibrary.epa.nsw.gov.au/
mailto:litter.prevention%40epa.nsw.gov.au?subject=
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Customisable press release – Enforcement

Copy and customise the press release below and send it to your local media.

MEDIA RELEASE: <INSERT COUNCIL NAME> TARGETING TOSSERS TO 
STOP LITTERING AND KEEP OUR SHIRE CLEAN.

Insert date of distribution

<insert Council name> has ramped up its an anti-littering campaign in <insert region> to crack down on 
littering and encourage residents to register with the NSW EPA to report littering from vehicles.

The community tells us that they don’t like littering or litterers. Research shows people are less likely to 
litter if they think someone is watching. The Report to EPA service is part of a comprehensive NSW State 
Government anti-littering program and aims to deter people from littering from vehicles by increasing the 
likelihood of being seen, reported and fined.

<insert spokesperson name and role> from <insert Council> said that the campaign sends a clear 
message that littering is unacceptable and that litterers will be seen, reported and fined. 

“Roadside litter is one of our region’s most unnecessary and preventable environmental problems. 
Reporting littering from vehicles helps to raise awareness, change behaviour, reduce clean-up costs and 
keep our community clean.

“By registering to report littering from vehicles, you are part of the solution to the issue of litter. Each year 
over 25,000 tonnes of litter is tossed in NSW. Our council alone spends an estimated <insert $ amount> 
managing litter in our community. We want people to stop littering so we can use those funds for other 
services.”

More than 45,000 people from across NSW have registered with Report to EPA to report littering from 
vehicles. Almost 60,000 reports have been made, and more than 40,000 litter fines have been issued by 
the EPA.

In <insert Council region> there are currently <insert number> of people registered to report littering and in 
the past year <insert number> of reports of littering from vehicles were made. The <insert Council> aims 
to increase the number of registered reporters through this campaign.

The EPA can issue fines of $250 for an individual and $500 for a corporation for littering from a vehicle, 
based on reports from members of the public. 

The <insert Council name> council encourages everyone to get on board by going to the NSW EPA 
website, www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa, and register to report littering from vehicles. 

-ENDS-

For more information or to conduct an interview with <insert spokesperson name> please contact <insert 
Council media info>.

http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
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Customisable press release – Don’t be a Tosser!

Copy and customise the press release below and send to your local media.

MEDIA RELEASE: DON’T BE A TOSSER! – HELP KEEP <INSERT 
COUNCIL NAME> CLEAN

Insert date of distribution

<insert Council name> is encouraging residents not to be tossers by taking responsibility for their rubbish 
and either putting it in a bin or taking it with them.

<Insert spokesperson name and role> from <insert Council> said that from this week the Don’t be 
a Tosser! state-wide marketing campaign will roll out across the state, on TV, radio, social media, 
billboards, and newspapers to remind people that throwing your rubbish anywhere other than in a bin is 
unacceptable.

“The objectives of the Don’t be a Tosser! litter campaign are to drive a change in social norms around litter 
by raising awareness about littering and its impacts, and reducing littering behaviour,” <insert name> said.

 “Litter damages our natural environments, harms wildlife and sea creatures, can injure people and makes 
our public spaces less safe. 

“Litter is not just unsightly – it’s also very costly. More than $180 million a year is spent managing litter 
in NSW. Our <insert Council name> alone spends an estimated <insert $ amount> managing litter in our 
region. Money that could be much better spent for the community elsewhere.”

Research consistently identifies littering as an area of concern across NSW. The Don’t be a Tosser! 
campaign is part of the NSW State Government’s comprehensive anti-littering program that aims to 
reduce litter by sending a clear message that littering is unacceptable.

More information about the campaign is at www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/litter-and-illegal-
dumping/epa-work-prevent-litter/dont-be-a-tosser. 

-ENDS-

For more information or to conduct an interview with <insert spokesperson name> please contact <insert 
Council media info>.

 

http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/litter-and-illegal-dumping/epa-work-prevent-litter/dont-be-a-tosser
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/litter-and-illegal-dumping/epa-work-prevent-litter/dont-be-a-tosser
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Editorial for emails and newsletters

Copy and customise this content below to email your contacts or to include as an article in 
your next newsletter or e-newsletter. 

Short article: REPORT A TOSSER!

Roadside litter is one of <our region’s> most unnecessary and preventable environmental problems. The 
NSW EPA can issue fines of $250 for an individual and $500 for a corporation for littering from a vehicle, 
based on reports from members of the public. 

By registering to report littering from vehicles to the EPA, you are part of the solution to the issue of litter. 
Litter damages our natural environments, harms wildlife and sea creatures, can injure people and makes 
our spaces less safe. Litter is also very costly. <Our council> alone spends an estimated <$XX> managing 
litter in our shire.

Reporting littering from a vehicle is part of a comprehensive NSW State Government anti-littering program 
that aims to reduce the volume of litter in NSW by 40% by June 2020. The <x council> encourages 
everyone in our region to get on board. Visit Report to EPA to register to report littering from vehicles.

Long article: REPORT A TOSSER!

Roadside litter is one of <our region’s> most unnecessary and preventable environmental problems. 
Reporting littering from vehicles helps to raise awareness, change behaviour, reduce clean-up costs and 
keep our shire clean. 

If you see someone littering from their vehicle, you can report them to the EPA and fines from $250 for 
an individual and $500 for a corporation can be issued from your report. To report littering from a vehicle 
you need to have actually seen the litter being thrown, or blown, from the vehicle; be able to provide the 
vehicle registration details and the location where the littering took place; and report the incident within 14 
days at Report to EPA. 

By registering to report littering from vehicles, you are part of the solution to the issue of litter. Each year 
over 25,000 tonnes of litter is tossed in NSW. Litter damages our natural environments, harms wildlife 
and sea creatures, can injure people and makes our spaces less safe. Litter is also very costly. More than 
$180 million a year is spent managing litter in NSW. <Our council> alone spends an estimated <$XX> 
managing litter.

More than 45,000 people from across NSW have registered with Report to EPA to report littering from 
vehicles. Almost 60,000 reports have been made, and more than 40,000 litter fines have been issued by 
the EPA.

Reporting littering from a vehicle is part of a comprehensive NSW State Government anti-littering program 
that aims to reduce the volume of litter in NSW by 40% by June 2020. The <x council> encourages 
everyone to in our region to get on board. Visit Report to EPA to register to report littering from vehicles.

https://www.nsw.gov.au/your-government/the-premier/media-releases-from-the-premier/premiers-priorities-update-2/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
https://www.nsw.gov.au/your-government/the-premier/media-releases-from-the-premier/premiers-priorities-update-2/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
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Images to support editorials and press releases

Use these key campaign images to support your press release, emails and newsletters.

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

  
Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA
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Website images and tiles

A range of website images and tiles is available to add to your homepage or related 
webpages. Some examples are below.

Mobile leaderboard

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

MREC

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

Leaderboard (static and animated gif)

Fines apply.Search:    Report to EPA

NOTE: Once you have download an image or tile from the Litter Library and added it to your website, 
we recommend including an active link from that image to the Don’t be a Tosser! microsite for 
more information. 

https://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/your-environment/litter-and-illegal-dumping/epa-work-prevent-litter/dont-be-a-tosser
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Social media (images and copy)

Share the word by posting on your social media platforms. Here are some example 
Facebook posts to get you started.

Copy: 

If you see a tosser littering from a car, you now 
have the power to report them, fines apply.

Visit Report to EPA to register to report.

Image:

 

Copy:

LITTER BLITZ NOW ON!  
If you litter from a car, you will be seen and fined. 

Visit Report to EPA to register to report.

Image:

http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
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Roadside banners, road signs and posters

Artwork for a range of ‘report litter’ roadside banners, road signs and posters are available 
to download from the Litter Library. Use these to print materials and target problem litter 
sites in your region.

Roadside banner 
(examples) REPORT A TOSSER!

Your logo goes here.  
No higher than this space.Fines apply.Search:    Report to EPA

Signs 
(examples)

Windscreen sticker

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

Taxi back

Fines apply.

Search: Report to EPA

Posters 
(examples)

A3 landscape

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

A3 portrait  

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA

    

Pull-up banner

Fines apply.
Search:    Report to EPA
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Variable Message Signs

A range of messages has been prepared to use on Variable Message Signs (VMS). Use 
these messages to spread the word and target roads in your region.

LONG FORMAT

Message 1

Frame 1 Frame 2

DON’T BE A TOSSER! 
PUT YOUR RUBBISH  

IN THE BIN

DON’T BE A TOSSER! 
PUT YOUR RUBBISH  

IN THE BIN

Message 2

Frame 1 Frame 2

REPORT A TOSSER! 
SEARCH:  

REPORT TO EPA

REPORT A TOSSER! 
SEARCH:  

REPORT TO EPA

Message 3

Frame 1 Frame 2

DON’T BE A TOSSER! 
FINES FOR 

LITTERING APPLY

DON’T BE A TOSSER! 
YOU CAN BE 
REPORTED

Message 4

Frame 1 Frame 2

DON’T BE A TOSSER! 
TAKE YOUR 

RUBBISH WITH YOU

DON’T BE A TOSSER! 
PUT YOUR RUBBISH  

IN THE BIN

SHORT FORMAT

Message 1

Frame 1 Frame 2

DON’T BE  
A  

TOSSER!

LITTER 
FINES 
APPLY!

Message 2

Frame 1 Frame 2

DON’T BE  
A  

TOSSER!

TAKE IT 
WITH  
YOU!

Message 3

Frame 1 Frame 2

DON’T BE  
A  

TOSSER!

PUT IT  
IN THE  

BIN!

Message 4

Frame 1 Frame 2

REPORT A  
TOSSER!

SEARCH: 
REPORT  
TO EPA
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Strengthening enforcement

Council rangers can enforce littering from a motor vehicle under the Protection of the Environment 
Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) (section 146) while general littering can be enforced under s145 of 
the POEO. Some NSW council regulatory sections run litter enforcement blitzes. Others incorporate 
litter enforcement as part of rangers’ everyday duties. Both are effective ways to strengthen litter 
enforcement. To check your Powers under which Acts you are delegated, please refer to your Instrument 
of Appointment document. 

The enforcement of litter laws is one of the five key foundations of effective litter reduction. Research has 
shown that to effectively tackle littering and change littering behaviour, a mix of all five approaches should 
be used:

1. Improved infrastructure

2. Community awareness and education

3. Engagement with council, other partners and the community 

4. Enforcement

5. Clean-up and cleaning practices.

“One of the least actioned aspects of local government law enforcement relates to littering that does not 
involve a motor vehicle. This can be difficult to enforce as officers need to obtain personal particulars from 
an offender. Willoughby City Council decided to look at this as a challenge to be overcome. The solution 
was a mix of litter reduction activities, including education and enforcement. The program has yielded real 
success and could be achieved by any agency willing to take on such a challenge.” 
Kate Drysdale, Senior Ranger, Willoughby City Council

Litter enforcement training

The EPA delivers a one-day training course for rangers and compliance staff to provide the necessary 
knowledge, skills and confidence to undertake litter enforcement functions such as dealing with unlawful 
behaviour and securing enough evidence to take action for breaches. 

Target audiences for training: Rangers, compliance staff, ordinance officers, field officers, anyone 
required to enforce litter legislation as part of their duties.

Training learning outcomes:

•	 gain an understanding of the litter regulatory framework

•	 learn about the extent of littering problems within their jurisdiction, including the reasons why  
people litter

•	 establish if an offence has been committed and determine what action to take

•	 interact effectively with the public to achieve law enforcement outcomes

•	 understand OH&S requirements and apply strategies for staying safe in law enforcement situations

•	 exercise regulatory powers available to them

•	 demonstrate the use of discretion in the application of litter legislation

•	 document information and secure evidence of offences

For more detail about Litter Enforcement training go to the AELERT website. 

http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/legislation/Actsummaries.htm#poeoP7
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/legislation/Actsummaries.htm#poeoP7
http://www.aelert.net/training
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FAQs

A comprehensive FAQ document, Reporting Litter from a Vehicle, has been developed and 
can be downloaded from the NSW EPA Litter Library. 

The FAQ will help staff who are running an enforcement campaign to reduce littering from vehicles to 
understand how the reporting system works and answer customer enquiries. 

The FAQ provides answers to common queries about reporting litter from vehicles, including:

•	 background to reporting litter

•	 fines for littering from a vehicle 

•	 how to report littering from a vehicle?

•	 verifying reports of littering from a vehicle

•	 receiving a penalty notice for littering from a motor vehicle

•	 using Report to EPA to report littering from motor vehicles. 

http://www.litterlibrary.epa.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
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Background – reporting littering from vehicles

In February 2015, the EPA established Report to EPA for littering from motor vehicles to 
allow members of the public to report. The EPA can issue penalty notices for littering from 
a vehicle based on reports from members of the public. 

The NSW Government is serious about reducing litter and has committed to cut the volume of litter in 
NSW by 40% by June 2020. The ‘report littering from vehicles’ service forms a part of the solution, with 
the ultimate goal being that no one will be reported or fined for littering, because no one will litter. 

The fine for committing the offence of littering from a motor vehicle is $500 if the vehicle is owned by a 
corporation or $250 if the vehicle is owned by an individual. 

Since February 2015, more than 45,000 people across NSW have registered with Report to EPA to report 
littering from vehicles, almost 60,000 reports of littering from a vehicle have been made, and more than 
40,000 fines have been issued by the EPA.  
    

25,000 TONNES 
OF LITTER IS TOSSED 
IN NSW EACH YEAR

$180m+ IS SPENT 
ON CLEANING UP LITTER 
IN NSW EACH YEAR

NSW GOVERNMENT 
COMMITTED TO CUT THE 
VOLUME OF LITTER IN 
NSW BY 40% BY 2020

Litter affects everyone in NSW. Each year over 25,000 tonnes of litter is tossed in NSW. Litter damages our 
natural environments, harms wildlife and sea creatures, can injure people and makes our spaces less safe. 
Litter is also very costly. More than $180 million a year is spent managing litter in NSW.

Over 90 per cent of fines for littering from vehicles are issued for cigarette butts. Twelve hundred grass 
fires are attributed to littered cigarettes in NSW each year.

By reporting littering from motor vehicles to the EPA, members of the public are helping to reduce the 
burden of cleaning it up, as well as protecting the environment and community safety. Visit Report to EPA 
to register to report littering from vehicles.

http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/reporttoepa/
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Don’t be a Tosser! 2020

The Don’t be a Tosser! campaign has evolved since the launch of the Hey Tosser! campaign in 2014. 
This evolution is based on extensive consumer research that shows we need to continue to mature the 
conversation with the NSW community about litter. It builds on the Hey Tosser! approach and moves the 
conversation from external shame into an internal dialogue and creating internal guilt about littering.

Concept and message

• The campaign focus is no longer on using the witness to drive behaviour change but is designed to 
place responsibility for littering on the individual and to encourage people to think about their actions.

• The concept is playful and eye-catching, with the reintroduction of the Don’t be a Tosser! messaging. 

• Use of humour allows for a stronger message.

• This message gives people a choice to NOT be a ‘Tosser’ – with the tag Don’t be a Tosser! reinforcing 
positive behaviour.

• The campaign employs a number of ‘excuses’ that have been devised (and tested) to reflect what 
litterers say to themselves to justify their littering. 

• Excuses are used ironically, stating the silly excuses we use to litter.

• The tagline “If it’s not in the bin, it’s on you” is a friendlier method of saying “put it in the bin”.

• The aim is to make the audience recognise themselves and feel something. Having an emotional or 
humorous reaction will help to cement the campaign image and message in their mind and prompt 
them to do the right thing.  

New creative materials

New creative materials have been designed to convey the campaign messages. They are bright, bold, 
energetic. They use visual devices to reflect an internal dialogue that littering is not comfortable or nice, 
and you can easily solve that feeling by putting your rubbish in the bin. 

Victoria, Lawyer

The characters 
and occupations
Research shows that 
anyone can be a 
litterer and that there 
is no ‘typical’ litterer. 
Therefore a range of 
characters, representing 
people across all NSW 
demographics and 
regions, have been 
featured in the campaign. 
The campaign targets 
everyone, because 
anyone can be a litterer.

The excuses 
The most commonly used excuses for littering 
were taken from pre- and post-campaign 
research, since 2012. These excuses were 
tested in focus groups during the campaign 
development. The excuses used in the campaign 
were the most effective. They provided the best 
balance between making participants feel guilty 
for their actions (littering), while also making them 
think: That really is a ridiculous excuse. There is 
no excuse for my actions (littering). The answer is 
simple – to put it in the bin.

Call to action 
The campaign call to action reinforces the primary 
message to respond by not being a tosser and by 
putting rubbish in the bin. Don’t be a Tosser! If it’s 
not in the bin, it’s on you.
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How to access the Litter Library

You can download any of the images in this toolkit from the NSW EPA Litter Library. 
The library lets you search and download both print-ready and editable artwork files. 

To register to use the NSW EPA Litter Library

1. Go to www.litterlibrary.epa.nsw.gov.au. 

2. Click ‘Register’ on the top-right corner of the homepage.

3. Complete the registration form.

4. Tick the ‘I’m not a robot’ box.

5. Read and agree to the terms and conditions and click the ‘Register’ button.

6. Await confirmation your registration has been approved by the EPA.

7. Once your registration has been confirmed, you can log in.

We recommend you begin using the library by downloading the How to use the Litter Library pdf from the 
Tools and Resources album.

To easily find the material from this toolkit in the Litter Library, type ‘Report a Tosser’ into the search 
bar on the homepage. All of the available material will be displayed.

Email litter.prevention@epa.nsw.gov.au with any questions about the Litter Library.

5

3

4

1

2

http://www.litterlibrary.epa.nsw.gov.au
http://www.litterlibrary.epa.nsw.gov.au
mailto:litter.prevention@epa.nsw.gov.au
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